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Abstract: The provision of housing is one of the principle human necessities that any economic 
system seeks to solve. Under Cuba’s economic system, housing provided by the government is 
exchanged in an informal—and illegal—economy that is the venue for the exchange of a large 
amount of Cubans’ goods and services. Current research on housing in Cuba tends to approach 
housing provision in the context of changes in economic and housing policy, without addressing 
the importance of the extralegal sector in the provision of housing. This paper explores the 
provision of housing in Cuba with a focus on the informal housing economy, examines housing 
privatization efforts in other transitional nations, suggests considerations for housing 
privatization in Cuba based on these two areas of research, and provides predictions for changes 
in housing policy in Cuba based upon current events. 
 
Key words: Cuba, housing, privatization, informal economy, extralegal economy 
 
 
I. Introduction 

On El Prado in Havana, Cuba residents gather by the hundreds. Some hold signs listing the 

details of their homes; they seek parties interested in a permuta, or house swap. These are the 

only visible clues an outsider has of Cuba’s burgeoning real estate market, a market in which few 

hold legal title to the properties they buy and sell, and in which all risk losing their homes for the 

possibility of exchanging them. In reality, this is the expression of the individual’s effort to meet 

heterogeneous needs that are left unmet under a planned economy. With the official means of 

housing exchange clogged by corruption and political interests, people fulfill ever-changing 

housing needs by exchanging their property on the black market. While this means of meeting 

housing needs may seem a mere detail in the context of solving housing shortages in general, it 

has great bearing on the shape that solutions to the shortage in Cuba must take, specifically 

grappling with the fact that most Cubans, while they have paid for their homes, hold no legal 

title. 

The impact of Hurricanes Gustav and Ike in 2008 on Cuba’s housing stock brought to 

international attention a serious issue that has faced Cuba since before the Cuban revolution: a 

shortage of housing that, without adequate private or state investment to repair or significantly 



increase housing stock, continues to worsen. Why is this important? With further decrease in 

housing stock and worsening disrepair, the pressures to address the Cuban housing shortage are 

even greater. Various solutions to Cuba’s this shortage being suggested from all sides, but on the 

whole they tend to neglect Cuba’s cultural context, specifically, a large extralegal economy that 

supplies a major portion of Cubans’ needs. Overall, current research on housing in Cuba is 

inadequate, as it fails to integrate analysis of housing policy with the reality of a large extralegal 

housing economy. This paper seeks to determine how the Cuban cultural context, and 

specifically the extralegal economy, is important to the discussion of solutions to the housing 

shortage. This will be expanded to examine how housing privatization efforts might best be 

implemented in a planned economy with a large extralegal sector. 

Figure 1: The verb permutar means, roughly, to exchange two things, and in Cuba the word applies specifically to 
homes, generally with one party compensating the other in cash for a difference in home value. (Photo credit: Jose 
Goitia for The New York Times) 
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This paper will explore the Cuban informal housing economy in three ways. The first section 

examines the historical context for the emergence of this economy: providing background on the 

pressures that led to the emergence of the extralegal housing economy: housing shortage and 

inability of the planned economy to adjust to alleviate this shortage. The second section reviews 

three areas of research relevant to the current study: informal economies in general, housing 

policy in Cuba, and housing privatization efforts. The third section discusses the applicability of 

various methods of privatization, with emphasis on the examples of privatization efforts in 

Slovenia and China. Finally, current events and their impact on prospects for resolution of 

Cuba’s housing shortage are discussed. 

The following definitions will be assumed from this point forward to maintain simplicity 

within the text. The terms informal and extralegal are, in the context of this paper, 

interchangeable, both referring to a set of actions that occur outside the regulated economy, and 

are thereby generally considered illegal by the state, but not considered to be part of the criminal 

economy. Property is used in the real estate sense. The extralegal/informal housing economy is 

taken to be the system of property exchange (in this context confined to those transactions 

involving the exchange of money to compensate for differences in property value) and 

modification (for example, division of a single home into multiple separate dwellings) that 

occurs outside the officially sanctioned property system.  

 

II. History 

The emergence of the informal housing sector in Cuba is best understood in a historical 

context. The sugar industry, cornerstone of the Cuban economy since the colonial era, combined 

with later U.S. government intervention contributed to the concentration of land and wealth in 

the hands of plantation owners and sugar refiners. Little investment was made in rural or urban 
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housing. Until the Revolution, the urban poor largely lived in shantytowns and slums in solares, 

a type of tenement house, and the rural poor in bohíos, or thatched huts. With revolutionary 

reforms, some new housing was constructed by the public sector, and the urban slums were 

largely eliminated, however, while the overall quality of housing initially improved, the quantity 

of housing was inadequate. Demand for housing vastly outpaced supply, especially in the 

economically tumultuous mid sixties, and as a result of the unsuccessful ten million ton sugar 

harvest of 1970, which diverted government funds away from housing construction (Fields). In 

the seventies, microbrigades, or groups of workers employed in other sectors given leave to work 

in housing construction made some progress at alleviating Cuba’s housing shortage. Since the 

collapse of the Soviet Union and the resultant loss of a significant portion of the economic 

support for the Cuban state, production and maintenance of Cuban housing has deteriorated. The 

perpetual shortage of housing in Cuba and the inability of the planned economy to address this 

shortage created the incentive for people to find a way to meet their diverse housing needs, and 

the extralegal housing economy arose in response. The following discussion provides a more 

detailed examination of the historical periods most relevant to the development of Cuba’s 

informal housing economy.  

In the colonial era, large areas of property were appropriated by European settlers, and their 

populations retained—though the practice quickly eliminated most native inhabitants—as slave 

labor. While productive capacity of land converted into plantations greatly increased with 

cultivation and the economies of scale characteristic of large enterprises, the means of 

appropriation was unjust, violent, and coercive. Nonetheless, sugar plantations formed the 

foundation of the Cuban economy from the colonial era through the present. Historically, cane 

harvested from these large plantations was taken to American-owned sugar refineries, with most 
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revenues accruing to plantation owners and refiners. This pattern of wealth accumulation was 

intensified by the close diplomatic relations between the governments of the U.S. and Cuba. 

Starting in 1934, the U.S. Congress established yearly quotas of Cuban sugar that the U.S. would 

purchase, and, according to Fields “Investment in economic activities that diverted resources 

away from fulfillment of this quota was severely restricted by policies of the Cuban State” (55). 

The Cuban economy before 1959 was perhaps surprisingly highly centrally planned, due to 

incentives established by U.S. sugar quotas. Thus, government intervention contributed to a 

Cuban economy dependent upon the U.S., and investment in other sectors was forgone as 

entrepreneurs—responding to the incentives of government-promised U.S. sugar purchases—

found it more profitable to invest in sugar over other options. As Cuba became more prosperous, 

this pattern of wealth accumulation—through a political process to those close to power—caused 

unrest. 

When Fidel Castro and his guerilla army eventually succeeded in driving Batista out of 

power in 1959, one of the new government’s primary objectives was improving living conditions 

for urban and rural poor. Under the Agrarian Reform Law, farms larger than 400 hectares were 

nationalized (Fields 58). While urban land was not nationalized, under the 1960 Urban Reform 

law it was instead sold at state-dictated below-market prices (Kapur/Smith 5) and while some 

former property owners were compensated, owners of tenement houses were not. This resulted in 

the conversion of a large amount of tenants into de juris owners, though they still lacked de facto 

ownership, as they were not allowed to privately exchange said ownership, or to rent or sublet 

their property. Some of these tenants were given rent-free leases from the government, while 

others paid leases to the government at rates of less than ten percent of income. While this did 

solve some housing issues, the policy faced public opposition as the centrally planned system 
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lacked a mechanism to ensure that rents reflected the size and location, and thus value, of the 

property leased (Kapur/Smith 16). Despite the cost, during this period Cuba did at least 

temporarily solve housing problems for many poor Cubans.  

In the 1970s, Cuba’s government tried another approach to new housing construction. Facing 

shortages of supplies and labor and difficulties funding the construction of homes, they assigned 

employees outside the construction sector to microbrigades: housing construction units 

supervised by construction workers. While on leave for microbrigade work those employees 

would build homes, 60% of which were, upon completion, distributed among the workers of the 

microbrigade’s entire workplace (Kapur/Smith 11). Their coworkers not assigned to 

microbrigade work were responsible for maintaining production at normal levels through 

overtime and weekend work. Though the workers on microbrigades were unskilled and 

inefficient at construction work, and the program placed pressures on coworkers that remained in 

the workplace, these microbrigades were marginally more successful than other government-

sponsored housing initiatives.   

The 1984 Ley General de la Vivienda (General Housing Law) removed some of the 

restrictions on housing. Property occupants were now allowed to engage in short term rentals to 

private parties. The law also allowed Cubans to construct their own housing on land purchased 

from the government, or space on top of buildings occupied by other people, under an agreement 

with the occupants of lower floors. In addition to giving Cubans more autonomy with their 

housing, it gave them more responsibility. Private residences had to be repaired by the 

occupants; the government would only repair high rise condominiums that it leased to residents. 

This placed relatively more control over one’s housing situation with the individual, providing 

individual benefits, as well as individual costs, to property occupants. 
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After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Cuba changed its housing policy in an attempt to 

make up for lost support.  With the intent of encouraging tourism, non-residents were allowed to 

purchase homes and Cubans to rent up to two rooms to other Cubans (though not to tourists or 

commercial occupants). (Kapur/Smith 7, 21). However, new housing construction dwindled, as 

there was little oil for energy to produce construction materials (Kapur/Smith 10). According to 

Kapur/Smith “[a]s the economic crisis deepened when Soviet aid ceased in 1990, the previously 

small black market for housing burgeoned.” (5)  

According to the Cuban government, 85% of Cubans own their homes (Kapur/Smith 5). 

However, this “ownership” does not include the ability to buy or sell one’s home privately, and 

transactions are instead limited to those overseen by the government, which seizes the property 

of both parties if it believes there is monetary compensation for differences in value involved in 

the transaction.1 Thus “ownership” is mere de juris occupancy, since the transferability of rights 

is sufficiently curtailed as to make this form of property tenure inconsistent with generally 

accepted definitions of ownership.  

Since the revolution, the Cuban government has maintained a formal system for the exchange 

of property. Before 1984, Cubans that under the law “owned” their homes could obtain 

government permission to sell their homes at government set below-market prices (Kapur/Smith 

19) This created huge incentives to sell property outside the legal sector, to recover actual home 

value above what below-market-value exchanges allowed. In 1984, sales at market prices were 

briefly legalized, but the government quickly curtailed these sales, requiring that the property be 

sold to the state, or transferred to close relatives (Kapur/Smith 19). Under the current system, 

Cubans are permitted to exchange homes with other Cubans, provided there is no monetary 

                                                            
1 Fidel Castro believed that land speculation, possible only in market exchanges, violates socialist principles 
(Kapur/Smith 5) 
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compensation for differences in value, and provided that the state approves the exchange. 

However, this system failed to meet the needs of the population, as the system spurred the 

emergence of an informal sector devoted to reallocating property outside the legal system. 

People in Havana needing to trade their property gather at places like El Prado, in search of 

either a property for which to exchange theirs or for someone willing to help them with the 

search and transaction—for a fee, of course.  Sometimes, elaborate exchanges of several 

properties are arranged between families. These typically involve monetary compensation for 

differences in value—something explicitly illegal under Cuban policy. Further complicating the 

housing issue in Cuba is the tendency to subdivide dwellings into multiple separate dwellings, 

each potentially traded to a different person, none of whom hold legal title in the government’s 

eyes.  

In conclusion, initial, post-revolutionary reform efforts produced a notable change in the 

ownership of housing. Later more market-based reforms alleviated some of the hardship that 

non-transferable property created, both decreasing transaction costs and allowing for more 

wealth-generating activity to occur inside the system. These reforms, however, were short lived, 

and a large informal housing economy arose when the reforms were rolled back. A later section 

examines the implications of current events for housing in Cuba. 

 

III. Literature Review 

The body of research most relevant to a study of Cuba’s informal housing economy falls into 

two categories. The first is focused on informal economies, and includes Hernando de Soto’s 

work on property rights in informal economies in the developing world, and Archibald Ritter’s 

thorough examination of the Cuban informal economy. It serves to illuminate the role that the 
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informal economy plays in housing transactions and the lives of the Cuban people. The second 

category of research analyzes the development of Cuban housing policy and its effects on the 

housing stock. It includes background on historical factors contributing to the existence if the 

informal housing economy today. This second category provides a context for discussion of the 

implications of housing privatization in Cuba.  

Informal Economies 

Hernando de Soto provides perhaps the most thorough investigation of the interaction of 

property rights and informal economies. While De Soto does not address the Cuban case directly, 

his work on informal economies and property rights in the developing world informs this 

analysis. De Soto argues that through establishing property rights systems that integrate 

extralegal economies into the legal economy the poor can generate the capital necessary to lift 

them out of poverty. (5) While this argument is in its essence theoretically sound, a great deal of 

its applicability rests on the assumption that the state is willing to enforce institutions of 

property. What De Soto leaves to speculation, then, is the question of what should happen in the 

absence of such an accommodating state. 

Archibald Ritter’s (2005) study examines the Cuban informal economy, providing several 

reasons for its existence: a government that is unwilling to authorize activities that are permitted 

for state enterprises in the Cuban economy, and are legal in the majority of the rest of the world, 

the existence of the rationing system, and the inability of the central planning system to adapt to 

economic turbulence. In reference to the rationing system, Ritter explains “[b]ecause everyone 

received essentially the same rations, many people would sell rationed items they did not want or 

trade them for other products they did want. In this way, the rationing system converted virtually 

everyone into a mini-capitalist, searching for opportunities to sell and buy.” (11) Especially 
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applicable to the housing sector is Ritter’s assertion that people “must take initiatives in 

resolving unforeseen problems through improvisation outside the formal central planning 

system.” (11) The sorts of “improvisations” to which Ritter refers can easily be seen in the 

exchange of property outside the legal system, and the subdivision of dwellings into multiple 

smaller dwellings. In these ways, Ritter’s study sheds light on the forces behind the emergence 

of the informal housing economy in Cuba. 

 Analysis of housing policy in socialist Cuba 

Mesa-Lago/Pérez-López (2005) offer analysis of Cuban socioeconomic policy in general and 

propose specific reforms. They note that Cubans’ access to education, health care, social 

security, housing in 2005, and the quality thereof, had not returned to pre-Soviet-collapse levels. 

They go on to list necessary reforms in Cuba, which are based upon transition strategies used in 

central and eastern Europe after the collapse of the Soviet Union. They divide these reforms into 

three categories. The first is macroeconomic stabilization, including austerity measures and 

elimination of subsidies to state enterprises. The second, microeconomic restructuring, consists 

of reforms aimed to allow the functioning of markets and the price mechanism and enabling 

international trade, and creating institutions to support privatization efforts. The final category is 

institutional reform, including formalization and per se privatization efforts, creation of a “social 

safety net” and public education on the behavior of markets. Mesa-Lago asserts that the general 

consensus—based on the results in central and eastern Europe—is that these reforms are the 

most crucial.  

Research on Cuban housing policy does not find a consistent development path in Cuban 

housing policy, but rather observes that there is a close relationship between housing policy and 

overall economic and policy goals, which change from period to period. Fields (1985) tracks the 
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progress of Cuban housing policy in the context of changing economic policy, finding that 

housing policy in Cuba varies, sometimes drastically, according to changing structural and policy 

goals pursued by Cuban planners during each period. He concedes that “Cubans have managed 

to eliminate slums and shantytowns around Havana” and that Cuba has quelled urban migration 

and made housing more affordable. Kapur/Smith examine the evolution of Cuban housing 

policies, asserting that housing policy is unpredictable, not linear, finding a similar close 

relationship between changes in housing policy and changes in planners’ varying economic and 

policy goals. 

 

IV. Privatization Efforts and Analysis of Applicability to the Cuban Case 

This section examines various methods of housing privatization alongside their potential 

effectiveness in Cuba. The privatizations carried out by Slovenia and China have been chosen, as 

they represent two distinct circumstances for privatization. For Slovenia, housing privatization 

happened with the retreat of socialism, and the dismantling of an entire economic system that 

occurred concurrently. China’s housing privatization, on the other hand, happened without as 

significant a change in the overall political structure of the country. Slovenia’s example provides 

a potential model for privatization concurrent with a significant political change in Cuba, while 

the Chinese example is useful when considering housing privatization for Cuba without 

significant structural change. 

Slovenia’s Housing Privatization 

As part of socialist Yugoslavia from 1945-1991, Slovenia’s housing prior to 1991 was under 

state control. During its housing privatization between 1991 and 1993, Slovenia employed two 

privatization mechanisms: restitution and right to buy. In the former, efforts focused on returning 
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properties expropriated by the socialist state to their former owners. In the second, tenants were 

given the right to buy their dwellings at below market value price.  

In Cuba’s case, neither of these methods is appropriate. The complications of restitution can 

best be understood on a practical level. The Cuban government is ill-equipped to pay restitution 

to former owners. If, instead, the state chose to let Cubans resolve the issue amongst themselves, 

the affect would be to punish those currently occupying properties for the actions of the state, 

fifty years ago, by forcing them to either a) compensate former property owners for financial 

losses that current occupants did not cause or b) return property that they had no part in 

expropriating. If anything, it is the state that should be expected to compensate either former 

owner or current resident for property it expropriated. The second privatization mechanism, 

right-to-buy, is also inappropriate in Cuba. As 85% of households are said to be property 

“owners,” and despite the lack of consensus on the nature of property ownership, have paid 

already for this “ownership,” it would be unjust to expect these homeowners to pay a second 

time for property acquired.  

The magnitude of the informal housing exchange in Cuba also poses unique problems for a 

privatization focused on restitution and right to buy efforts. Restitution efforts would be faced 

with the dizzying task of deciding who should be compensated (if the property is in fact returned 

to its former owner and occupants are compensated) in a string of legal and illegal occupants 

since the property’s expropriation. Furthermore, with so much property having changed hands 

unofficially, few occupants legally occupy their dwelling, and it is not clear who would be 

offered the right to buy. 

Thus the privatization methods employed in Slovenia in the 1990s are impractical for a 

Cuban housing privatization. Similar restitution would inadequately address the difficulty of 
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determining and compensating former owners and current legal owners, and right-to-buy 

mechanisms are not appropriate for a majority of Cuban households, which have paid for 

ownership and not mere tenancy. 

China’s Housing Privatization 

Early on in his study of Chinese housing privatization, Zhang points out that Chinese housing 

policy is closely tied to “the government’s objectives, its definition of the housing problem and 

its diagnosis of the causes,” (1998: 3) rather than expressing a long-term pattern of development. 

This is no doubt a common phenomenon, but nonetheless displays a similarity between the 

relative housing policies of Cuba and China. Unfortunately, the idealization of Chinese economic 

development as an alternative path for development in Cuba quickly becomes irrelevant in the 

context of housing, due to the contrast in historical reality between the two countries.  

In contrast to Cuba, China has been pursuing a privatized housing system since 1978. Efforts 

focused on the gradual raising of rents and the sale of state owned property at a subsidized rate. 

This was possible because much of China’s housing stock was owned by landlords who rented it 

to tenants, rather than individual units being owned by families. While rent controls significantly 

reduced the value of landlords’ assets, reflecting an expropriation of value, much of China’s 

housing was not expropriated per se.  The government encouraged private investment in 

housing, and individual purchase of publicly owned housing. Since 1998, the government has 

only engaged in the provision of low rent housing to low income families, and mid and higher 

level income households are expected to purchase housing on the market.  

There are several important contrasts between the starting point of housing privatization in 

China and Cuba’s current housing situation. When beginning the privatization process in 1978, 

China had an abundance of renters. Cubans, on the other hand, are, at least according to their 
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government, most frequently owners of their housing. Thus the Chinese model of slowly raising 

rents while selling off state-owned property is probably inapplicable to the Cuban scenario. 

There are no rents to be raised, leaving only the sale of state-owned property, which, should it 

come from individuals that understand that they own their homes, would raise extreme 

opposition.  

Hernando de Soto and the formalization of the informal housing economy 

Another route to privatization that deserves significant discussion is Hernando De Soto’s 

solution: the integration of informal economic activities (in this case the buying and selling of 

housing) into a formal system through the documentation of informally held titles as legal title, 

officially recognizing private property rights among current occupants of property. 

The advantage of this solution is that it addresses the Cuban reality far better than the 

methods employed in privatization efforts in Slovenia (characterized by restitution and right-to-

buy efforts) and China (characterized by raising rents and selling off state-owned housing). 

Because such a large and pervasive informal sector has arisen in Cuba, recognizing this sector is 

critical to any relevant privatization effort. 

Unfortunately, De Soto’s solution is not the Holy Grail that it might appear. While 

recognizing the informal sector’s relative importance is a strength of De Soto’s formalization 

approach, Cuba’s extralegal economy is huge, encompassing nearly everything that Cubans buy, 

sell, and need for survival, from basic foodstuffs, to housing, to services. The integration of the 

housing sector into the formal economy would ultimately fail for two reasons. First, the informal 

economy is larger and better organized than the formal economy, making an integration of the 

former into the latter counterintuitive. Second, the formal economy lacks the institutions to 

support and maintain an integration of the extralegal housing economy. Establishing private 
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property rights to informally held assets assumes the existence or plausible creation of 

institutions to support and enforce those rights. Under the current system, private property is not 

supported, and therefore integrating the informal sector seems implausible. 

The solution to Cuba’s housing shortage 

It appears that a solution to Cuba’s housing shortage would need to address three key realities: 

 

1) A high volume of extralegal exchange. This contributes to a lack of official 

documentation of ownership and subdivision of properties. Also, because such a large 

portion of the economic activity in Cuba occurs outside the formal economy, any 

organized integration of this sector into the formal economy would be a monumental task 

for formalization, and necessarily costly. 

 

2) A high level of home “ownership” and money already invested into securing said 

ownership. While in the Chinese case, the state was able to slowly raise rents in a 

privatization process, the high level of home ownership in Cuba makes reforms centered 

around changes in the rent structure irrelevant.  

 

3) The existence of a government that is unwilling to enforce private property rights. While 

it may be tempting to talk of Cuban housing privatization in a post-socialist context, it is 

more practical to discuss it based upon the prevailing reality: a centrally planned Cuban 

economy. Should Cuba experience significant political change, the relevant facts will, in 

all likelihood, have changed enough to make current research and recommendations 

irrelevant. 
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It is important to note that the Cuban state has much to gain from maintaining a large 

extralegal economy. In so doing, the state virtually ensures that all citizens are criminals under 

the law at least to some degree, making it easy to justify the punishment of any one of those 

citizens, even if that punishment is politically motivated and sought for reasons unrelated to the 

actual crime. This has the effect of increasing both the power of the state over the people and the 

ability of the state to exercise that power selectively and unequally, and for this reason the Cuban 

government has an incentive to continue to allow such a large extralegal economy to exist. 

 

V. Conclusion: Recent events and prospects for reform 

The transition of power between Fidel Castro and his brother, Raúl, has changed the political 

climate in Cuba. Since assuming power in February of 2008, Raúl has implemented reforms that 

gave control of unused, state-owned rural lands to private and collective farmers (Franks), and 

altered the wage structure away from equal pay (BBC). Raúl has thus displayed a tendency to 

embrace changes in Cuban policy that were unorthodox in terms of Marxist doctrine, and 

uncharacteristic of Fidel. Given the reforms that have already taken place, Raúl is probably more 

likely to undertake a housing privatization than Fidel ever was. 

The hurricanes in 2008 significantly worsened the housing shortage in Cuba. Hurricanes 

Gustav and Ike damaged or destroyed 530,000 homes (Gomez), further reducing the housing 

stock in Cuba. This has created pressure for reform, especially as many Cubans wait in 

temporary housing for the state to relocate them, and frustrations mount. It is possible that, 

facing this pressure, Raúl might be motivated to institute reforms in the housing sector, reforms 

which, given the fiscal reality of the current economic crisis, are likely to be in the direction of 

privatization. 
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The current economic crisis will also affect the extralegal housing economy in Cuba. As has 

been the affect on many state and local governments in the U.S., with worsening economic 

conditions Cuba’s government will have lesser means to provide support for the Cuban people. 

With less of their needs provided for by the state, Cubans will have to find other ways to get 

what they need. In this area the extralegal housing exchange is likely to pick up some of the 

slack. People living in houses that are slightly larger or in more desirable areas than they 

absolutely need can exchange their homes to raise capital to provide for their other needs. This is 

simply to say that the volume of extralegal exchange in the housing is likely to increase as a 

result of the economic crisis.  

With the election of Barack Obama as president of the United States, and the gradual easing 

of some travel and trade restrictions, there comes the possibility of increased interaction between 

the two nations. Though the current easing of trade restrictions only applies to food and 

medicine, additional trade would increase the supply of building materials in the country, making 

it easier for the state or the individual to construct and repair housing, possibly alleviating some 

of the housing shortage. On the other hand, the potential for increased tourism which would 

accompany further relaxation of the embargo would be accompanied by increased revenues from 

tourism in general, revenues that tend to accrue to those in power, raising the price level in the 

country without simultaneously raising the incomes of those not closely connected with the 

Communist party. 

The discussion of Cuban housing policy is highly polarized, and there is little consensus. The 

models for privatization provided by the examples of Slovenia and China provide a framework 

for the analysis of potential housing privatization in Cuba, and scholarship on property rights and 

development further informs the discussion. Any potential privatization effort in Cuba must 
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consider three things: the large—and necessary—informal economy, high levels of home 

ownership, and the historical lack of state support for private property rights. It can be said, at 

least, that current events have increased the pressure for reform, and that that reform is likely to 

occur in the direction of privatization, given the changes in leadership in both the U.S. and Cuba 

and given the nature of the effects of economic crisis and hurricanes Gustav and Ike. 

Futhermore, it appears that little is to be gained from attempts to squelch the informal housing 

economy, as this underground economy picks up a significant part of the slack from the centrally 

planned housing economy.  
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